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In this Forum, we set camp in SEKEM, where people from all over the
world from different educational backgrounds share ideas on
creative pedagogical practices for individual and holistic potentialunfolding that can help build a sustainable future. Unfolding
Individual Potential for the Future will focus on enhancing the Self to
engage in community development through an integral, sociallyrelevant, and artistic approach — where we include education on
different levels (formal schooling, higher education, informal skills
training and the practice of self-development), as well as potential
unfolding activities within economic, agricultural and cultural
settings.
The gathering will offer workshops, open discussions, and artistic
experiences allowing everyone to exchange thoughts on a
pedagogy for the future in service of social transformation.
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Thursday 12th

Friday 13th

Potential
Potential
Unfolding in
Unfolding in
Formal Education Lifelong Learning
09:00
09:30

Opening
With music

09:30
11:00

Keynote Talk
Florian Osswald
Margret Rasfeld

11:00
11:30

Saturday 14th

Sunday 15th

Economy,
Ecology, Culture
and Society

Stepping into the
Emerging Future
Together

Social Warm-Up
Keynote Talk
Aonghus Gordon
James Sleigh

Keynote Talk
Simone Helmle
Joan Melé

Vision for 2050
Helmy Abouleish
Panel Discussion
Voice of Future
Generation

Break

11:30
Skills Workshops
13:00 Practical tools to address the diverse challenges of today
13:00
14:00

Celebration
Closure activity

Lunch
The Space of Cultures

14:00
15:15

Bazaar
Worldwide
Initiatives

World Café
Intercultural
Exchange

Arctic Queen
Meets Egyptian
Musicians

15:15
15:30

Break

15:30
16:30

Artistic Workshops
Developing social sensibility through art

16:30
17:00

Break

17:00
17:45
17:45
18:15

Keynote Talk
Ben Cherry

Keynote Talk
Ha Vinh Tho

Keynote Talk
A. Schieffer

Harvesting the day
A moment to reflect on the day together

Guided Tour: On the 11th at 3 pm, we will offer a guided tour on the
SEKEM farm. You will visit SEKEM’s market enterprises, see some
agricultural activities and get insights into the educational institutions.
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Keynote Talks
Day 1: Potential Unfolding in Formal
Education
Hosts of the day: Helmy Abouleish (SEKEM) &
Joan Sleigh (SIF)

Florian Osswald

Co-director of the Pedagogical Section
at the Goetheanum

What education do the children of today
and tomorrow need?
Inspired by Rudolf Steiner’s description of a healthy economic and social
environment we will discuss ways of doing business differently to change
the current entrepreneurship process to one that is ethical and inclusive.
The Pedagogical Section is part of the School of Spiritual Science at the
Goetheanum and is connected to all educational centres which work on the
basis of Anthroposophy. The tasks of the Pedagogical Section are
educational research and the support of anthroposophically inspired
pedagogy. One of the most important aims of the Section is to stimulate a
renewal of education out of its original sources in support of and in
dialogue with educators active in Waldorf and Rudolf Steiner
kindergartens, schools and other institutions worldwide.
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Margret Rasfeld
Co-founder of Schule
im Aufbruch (Berlin)

Education for Sustainability – Schools
in Transformation
The world faces huge challenges which require global solutions. Rapid,
sweeping, and long-lasting change is altering our planet’s environment in
an unprecedented manner. It will require a radical change in the way we
think and the way we act – rethinking how we relate to one another and
how we interact with the ecosystems that support our lives. To create a
world that is more just, peaceful and sustainable, all individuals and
societies must be equipped and empowered by knowledge, skills and
values as well as be instilled with a heightened awareness to drive such
change. This is where education has a critical role to play. Education for
Sustainable Development (ESD) is about shaping a better tomorrow for all –
and it must start today.
Margret Rasfeld founded the federal initiative "Schule im Aufbruch” (School
on the move) to support schools in transforming culture. The goal: Schools
should focus on the development on everyone’s individual potential and
personality, so that young people can develop their potential to engage as
change makers for social, fair, ecological and inclusive communities.

Our highest endeavour must be to develop free human beings who
are able of themselves to impart purpose and direction to their
lives. The need for imagination, a sense of truth, and a feeling of
responsibility—these three forces are the very nerve of education.
Rudolf Steiner
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Benjamin Cherry

Coordinator of the China Waldorf
Forum and teacher trainer

Anthroposophy as a Door
towards Individual Human Encounter
Through wide experience of many different places and life situations, I have
come to recognize that in each one a door can open towards cross-cultural
healing through the anthroposophical picture of humanity, and through the
arts and processes to which it has given birth. When this picture comes to
life, it can reveal itself as a renewed expression of the host culture. Within
the infinite diversity of humanity worldwide, we learn to recognize that
which is both unique and universal. This is a seed for peace.
Born and brought up in the UK, Ben Cherry has spent most of his adult life in
other parts of the world. During the past fifty years, he has worked in or
traveled through Europe, Asia, Africa and North America and has visited or
taught in schools and centers in all four continents.
His search for peace and for answers to the huge social, cultural and
environmental issues he encountered as a young man, especially through
his experience as a teacher and journalist in Vietnam during the war, led him
through many spiritual streams to the work of Rudolf Steiner forty-two years
ago, in a school for severely disadvantaged children in England. Since then,
his way has been through education, and he later co-founded a Waldorf
school in Australia, in which he taught for nineteen years, both as a class
teacher and in high school. During the past twenty-one years, he has been
mentoring and giving courses in schools and education centers in many
parts of Eastern Asia, especially China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and
Thailand.
Woven through all these activities and travels has been an increasingly clear
commitment to social renewal through the picture of humanity expressed in
anthroposophical spiritual science.
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Day 2: Potential Unfolding in Lifelong
Learning
Hosts of the day: Juan Bottero (SIF) & Amina El
Shamsy (SEKEM)

Aonghus Gordon

Founder of Ruskin Mill Land Trust
among other initiatives

To develop self-generated conscious action
Our social capacities are frequently not given opportunities to be
reflected upon. Using the medium of clay with a series of accompanying
talks, it will be possible to observe one's actions and different will
intentions, as the clay cannot lie, particularly with regards to the social
idea of how we shape clay vessels on behalf of one another.
Aonghus Gordon travelled extensively before settling down in 1982 to
renovate what is now called Ruskin Mill Art & Crafts Centre, just outside
Nailsworth in Gloucestershire. Aonghus is the founder of Ruskin Mill
Land Trust and is the Executive Chair of Ruskin Mill Trust. He also
founded the Living Earth Training Course in 1984, co-founded Waldorf
College in Stroud in 1999, and co-founded the Makhad Trust for
endangered nomadic tribes, particularly in Sinai and Tibet, in 2003.
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James Sleigh
Managing Director
at the Camphill Village West Coast

Economic inclusivity for the marginalised - therapy
through profitable human engagement
James Sleigh is currently the managing director of Camphill Village, a
social enterprise and organisation in South Africa that develops the
potential of people with intellectual disabilities. Through his work at
Camphill Village over the last seven years, he has helped to transform the
organisation from one of dependence to one of self-sustainability. During
this transformation, a parallel process happened with many of the 92
residents who worked there, adults with intellectual disabilities, many of
whom were able to transform from living a life of dependence, to
becoming self-sufficient and feeling part of creating and maintaining a
self-sustained organisation. Individually, many of them mirrored the
process of the move to self-sustainability. Prior to working at Camphill
Village, for eighteen years James Sleigh ran a successful marketing and
advertising agency, working with clients ranging from the United Nations
to small entrepreneurs. He is an integral coach, certified by the Graduate
School of Business Centre for Coaching. He has diverse coaching
experience, and has worked for many years as a counsellor and trauma
counsellor.

One alone does not help, but rather he/she who
unites with many at the right moment.
J. W. von Goethe
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Ha Vinh Tho

Eurythmist & Gross National
Happiness consultant

From Inner transformation to social innovation:
GNH & the Threefold Social Order
Mankind stands at a threshold, old systems are crumbling and we are
facing unprecedented challenges in the era of the Anthropocene, a time
when we have become responsible for the further evolution of the planet
and of all life forms. Sustainable system’s change can only come about
through a radical shift in consciousness. Based on my experiences in
Bhutan, Vietnam and Europe, I will outline some possible elements of
inner and structural transformation that offer perspectives for a more
humane future.
Ha Vinh Tho is a Eurythmist and Curative Eurythmist, Waldorf teacher,
curative teacher and former director of the Camphill Seminar in
Switzerland. He is a former Program Director of GNH Center Bhutan;
former Head of Training Learning and Development at the International
Committee of the Red Cross; founder of ELI: Eurasia Learning Institute for
Happiness and Wellbeing; Chairman of Eurasia Foundation, a NGO
developing educational programs for children and youths living with
disabilities, as well as ecological projects in Vietnam for 20 years; fellow of
the Mind and Life Institute/USA; member of the Presencing Institute/USA.
He consults with companies wanting to implement Gross National
Happiness principles in their organisations and he is the author of several
books and many articles.
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Day 3: Economy, Ecology, Culture
and Society
Hosts of the day: Nana Woo (SEKEM) & Milena
Kowarik (SIF)

Simone Helmle

Researcher and Executive Member of
the Demeter Academy

Deep in Our Hearts — Paths of Learning
to Awaken the Future Within
How do we learn to ask questions? How do we, as teachers and students,
learn to kindle our perceptivity? How often do astonishment, curiosity and
initiative make an appearance in our classrooms? How can teachers foster
an environment that transforms information into growth and duty into
engagement? In our pedagogical practices today, we often find ourselves
in learning environments that place a strong focus on efficiency, digital
learning, and specialised knowledge. Regardless of age group, whether
children, young people or adults of all ages, we can observe a paradigm
shift that trades experiential learning, which acknowledges our humanity
and our need for visceral understanding, for hard facts and ever increasing
abstraction.
Simone Hemle studied horticulture and completed her PhD in rural
sociology with a focus on communication and consulting. At the Demeter
Academy, she has been developing and leading continuing education
programs for members of the biodynamic movement, closing the circle
that connects farmers, processors, retailers, and customers.
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Joan Melé

President of Fundación Dinero y
Conciencia & Ethical banking in Latin America

The Human Dignity as foundation
of a New Economy
The shift from a mindset of "survival of the fittest" to "the art of becoming
human" is the biggest task of education today. We must start educating
the individual not out of fear, but out of values, emphasising trust and
collaboration; recognising one's passion and purpose in life; and instilling
a "growth mindset", where developing one's potentials is a lifetime
pursuit. Most importantly, we need to recognise that the key to any pursuit
is commitment: having the courage to commit, with all the abilities one
has, putting it into service to also help the world in its becoming.
Joan Melé is the president of Fundación Dinero y Conciencia, along with
his work as a lecturer, consultant, and trainer in values. He leads the
pioneering formation and development of Ethical Banking in Latin
America and is a member of the Advisory Board of Triodos Bank.

It was my wish for this initiative to embody itself as a
community in which people from all walks of life, from all
nations and cultures, from all vocations and age groups,
could work together, learning from one another and
helping each other, sounding as one in a symphony of
harmony and peace.
Ibrahim Abouleish
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Alexander Schieffer
Co-founder of Trans4m

Unleashing Human Gene-I-Us:
A Transformative Whole Life Learning Journey
Alexander Schieffer is Co-Founder of Trans4m and of the Integral Worlds
approach. Professor Alexander Schieffer is a graduate of the University of
St. Gallen, Switzerland, where he teaches Integral Development and
Personal and Societal Transformation. Alexander found his passion in
turning education and research into vehicles for holistic transformation
and innovation, supporting humanity’s transition to an integral paradigm.
He co-developed the Integral Worlds approach, a highly innovative,
culturally adaptable framework for individual, organisational and societal
transformation. His organisation Trans4m has grown into a local global
movement (headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, and Hotonnes, France)
of integral Transformation Agents who are holistically impacting their
societies on critical issues. Trans4m’s cutting edge programs, processes
and interventions (including a global Phd Program on Integral
Development) generate culturally relevant responses to burning issues on
the ground. Its programs are spread across Africa (from South Africa to
Zimbabwe to Nigeria), in the Middle East (Egypt, Jordan, Palestine), in Asia
(Sri Lanka, India), Europe (Switzerland, Germany, UK), South America
(Brazil) and the USA.

A healthy social life is found only, when in the mirror of each
soul the whole community finds its reflection, and when in the
whole community the virtue of each one is living.
Rudolf Steiner
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Skills Workshops
Practical tools to address the diverse challenges of today
12th - 14th

11:30-13:00

Alexander Schieffer (CH) - Unleashing Human Gene-I-Us: An Interactive
Workshop for Integral Worldmakers
Dr. Clemens Mader (CH) - Connecting the Dots – Picturing Sustainability
and assessing technology
Dr. Bruno Sandkühler (GER/EGY) - Islam, Individual Potential and the
Anthroposophical approach
Dr. Omar Ramzy, Moamen Ghanem, Mohammed Anwar (EGY) Education for Sustainable Development
Ha Vinh Tho (VIE) - From Inner Transformation to Social Innovation: Gross
National Happiness and the Threefold Social Order
Peter Guttenhoefer (GER) - What to Learn during Childhood nowadays in
order to be ready for the Challenges in 2050?
Hans-Peter Seeger (GER) - Hit the Beat – In Rhythm we meet, Building
Bridges through Music, Dance Art and Culture
Daisuke Onuki (JPN) - Social and Cultural Diversity in Education
Peter Holloway (ZAF) - Ethical Entrepreneurship as a Integral part of the
Threefold Social Order - an Inclusive Economic System
Ben Cherry and Yachih Chan (CN) - Anthroposophy as a Door towards
Peace in a Deeply Troubled World
Florian Osswald (CH) - Between you and me lies the key to a healthy
coexistence
Henry Saphir (CH) - Empowerment Physics
James Sleigh (ZAF) - Economic Inclusivity for the Marginalised - Therapy
through Profitable Human Engagement
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Philip Jacobsen (CH) - The Temperament - a Key to Understanding
Human Beings
Joan Sleigh (ZAF) - Understanding the Child as a unique Individual
(Child Discussion)
Anne de Wild (CH) & Chris Burke (USA) - The Art of Listening - an Act
of Peace”
Joan Melé (SP) - The Human Dignity as foundation of a New Economy

Artistic Workshops
Developing social sensibility through artistic activities
12th - 14th

15:30-16:30

Mona Abouleish (EGY) - Meeting - in between - Space
Dorothea Walter (GER) - Speak and Inspire!
Felipe Vignolo (URU) & HU Fine Art Team - Heliopolis University - Fine
Art
Ștefan Adascalitei (BRA) - Theatre: an Art for Transformation
Nashwa Achmed (EGY) - SEKEM - Social Eurythmy lab
Nelson Avella (BRA) - The Art of Capoeira and the Spirit
of this Epoch
Simone de Picciotto (DE) - The Power of Community and Diversity in
Togetherness: music improvisation, choir singing & body percussion
Aonghus Gordon (EGY) - To develop Self-generated Conscious Action
Ute Craemer (BRA) - Social Art: How can we transform a given Reality?
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Paolo Apostolides (AUS) - Individuality & Habitat: Moving towards
Ecological Sensitivity
Sherif Mostafa (EGY) - Oriental Rhythms
Nathaniel Williams (USA) - Puppetry and the Gestural Practice of
Centering
Dorothea Walter - Speak & Inspire!

The Space of Cultures
Interactive World Café, music, free initiatives
12th - 14th

14:00-15:15

Here, all cultures and ideas can enmesh in a series of dialogues,
performances and exhibitions to enrich the region with a diversity of
ideas, beauty and culture.
Bazaar - Worldwide Initiatives - Inspiring initiatives taking place all
around the world that are striving for the care of the other and the
planet. How to work locally but think globally?
World Cafe - Intercultural Exchange - A space for meeting the other
beyond nationalities, religions and race. What is my individual striving?
What are the needs of the world?
Arctic Queen meets Egyptian Musicians - Concert for Social Change
Arctic Queen, the artistic name of Ragnhild Nilsen
PhD, is reckoned as “the mother of executive
couching” in Norway. She is a well-known writer,
composer, singer, investor and entrepreneur of
five companies. She serves at the board of
trustees for Heliopolis University.
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Marget Magdy, the director of Business Incubator from the SEKEM
Development Foundation will host two roundtables during the
Forum at the Heliopolis University
ROUNDTABLE I
Challenges and Drivers of Social Entrepreneurship in Egypt with a
Focus on Women Entrepreneurs in the Light of the Current
Socioeconomic Characteristics
This roundtable will enable stakeholders and key players in the
ecosystem to share their experiences; encourage learning to scale
up and replicate good practices; highlight examples of the transition
to a green economy across Egypt and the region; and share success
stories. The dialogue will encourage the scale up of social and green
entrepreneurship efforts as well as inspire national level policy
making and implementation. All the about will be with Focus on the
current socioeconomic characteristics and its impact on women
entrepreneurship

ROUNDTABLE II
Barrier and Challenges to Enhance Access to Finance for SMEs and
Social Enterprises Barrier and Challenges to Enhance Access to
Finance for SMEs and Social Enterprises
The roundtable will act as a platform for different financial
institutions and funding agencies to discuss: available funding
opportunities for SMEs within the current economic conditions;
enhancing the current infrastructure that supports financial
transactions; identify barriers to access to finance for social
enterprises; banks risk averse attitude towards SMEs; other funding
tools and mechanisms.
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Organisers
Social Initiative Forum - Goetheanum Worldwide
Based at the Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland, the SIF is a project of
the Section for Social Sciences. It aims to support social organisations all
over the world working mainly, but not exclusively, through an
anthroposophical approach, by providing trainings and Forums on Selfdevelopment and Community-building. As a team, SIF engages in
continual study and research, with the intention to deepen their
understanding of human individualisation as both the cause and the
solution of the social and societal crises of our time. The SIF intends to
base its work on the premise, as given through Anthroposophy, that a
sound soul-spiritual development in and among peoples, is the essential
ingredient for the healthy growth of a cosmopolitan society and the
evolution of the planet.

SIF India 2016

SIF Brazil 2017

Healthy Earth,
Healthy Body,
Healthy Society:
The Riddle of
Relationships

Shared Dreams and
Hopes: a Cultural
Exchange

SIF Japan 2018

SIF Goetheanum
2018

Knowing Self
Through Others:
Empathy, a Path
Towards a Just and
Fraternal Society

Ethical Individualism
Transforming Self
and Society
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SEKEM - Initiative for Sustainable Development
SEKEM is an Egyptian initiative promoting sustainable development in
the four dimensions: ecology, economy, cultural and societal life.
Founded by Ibrahim Abouleish in 1977, SEKEM is a nurturing cradle to
Biodynamic farms, trading companies, medical care and diverse
educational institutions that are inspired by Waldorf education and
include a school for children with special needs, a vocational training
center and adult educational activities. All these institutions and activities
are birthed with the intention of supporting holistic human development
and potential unfolding.
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Social Initiatives

Get to know our global network of social initiatives
who will participate in this Forum.

MoneY. and Consciousness

Monte Azul

Eurasia Foundation

Chille, Spain

Brazil

Vietnam

Ruwwad
Arab Foundation for s D

Schule im aufbruch

Trans4m

Egypt

Germany

Switzerland

PedagQgical Section
tor the school of spiritual science
Switzerland

Brightmoor Makers

Camghill village West
Coast

U.S.A

South Africa
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Earth TrusteeshiR.

Vulamasango

REDES

Netherlands

South Africa

Senegal

MisriY.ati
for Peace Education

Global Ecovillage Network
(GEN Africa).

Golden treasure
RrimarY. school

Egypt

United Kingdom

Uganda

MUHIL & KARMUKIL

Shillingford
Qrganics Farm School

Al Sama Center

India

United Kingdom

Palestine
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Demeter Academy_

Handlung§Rii.dagQgl.!s_

Bell Evergreen

Germany

Germany

Nigeria

Tiatro metro team

BiodY.namic Association
of India

the Michael Colleg�

Egypt

India

Japan

Ruskin Mill Trust
United Kingdom

Cairo Institute of Liberal
rts and Sciences (CILAS).

Egypt

Sinai do Vale

Brazil
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G

GOETHE
INSTITUT

''1e new training er·

Goethe lnstitut

Trainera

Arab Origami Center

Germany

Egypt

Egypt

Sekem
Friend Deutschland

Sekem-Friend NorwaY.

Egypt

Germany

Norway

Sekem-Friend Osterreich

!;.gY.Rtian Council for
Foreign Affairs (ECFA).

Yo7ka Anna

Austria

Egypt

Egypt
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Venue
Heliopolis University for Sustainable Development
In 2012, Heliopolis University for Sustainable Development opened
under the umbrella of SEKEM initiative. Its aim is to pioneer the
introduction of the concepts and principles of sustainable
development to the students and the Egyptian community,
improving well-being by decreasing threats to the Earth’s systems
through industrialisation and consumption.

Accommodation
SEKEM
The SEKEM farm is just 60 km from Cairo. A bus shuttle will be
provided every day for those who stay at the farm. We will share
dinner and have open spaces for free initiatives in the evenings.
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Venue
Heliopolis University: 3 Cairo-Belbes Desert Road, El Salam City, Cairo, Egypt

Info
hello@socialinitiativeforum.org

Fee
For Foreigners
Conference fee, accommodation, all meals & transportation airport-venue € 335
Conference fee & lunch + 2 coffe breaks (without accommodation)

€ 170

Day ticket & lunch + 2 coffe breaks (without accommodation)

€ 50

For Egyptians
Conference fee & lunch & coffee breaks (without accommodation)

850 EGP

Day ticket & lunch & 2 coffee breaks (without accommodation)

250 EGP

Conference fee & accommodation single room & all meals &

800 EGP

transportation to venue

per day

Conference fee & accommodation sharing a double room & all meals &

680 EGP

transportation to venue

per day

Conference fee & accommodation sharing a dorm room & all meals &
transportation to venue

520 EGP

Room availability is limited.
Registration link: www.sif-egypt.org

per day

